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Abstract.
BACKGROUND: The introduction of immune checkpoint inhibitors rapidly changed treatment for patients with metastatic
clear cell renal cell carcinoma (mRCC). First-line treatment now includes multiple immuno-oncology (IO) combinations that
were approved over a short time period and were not directly compared in randomized clinical trials. Thus, clinicians face a
challenge in individualizing first-line treatment to optimize clinical outcomes.
OBJECTIVE: We sought to systematically review clinical outcomes for first-line IO combinations for patients with mRCC.
METHODS: Literature reporting outcomes from phase III clinical trials that evaluated first-line IO combination therapies
was identified through a search of the PubMed electronic database following PRISMA guidelines. Abstracts were screened
to identify manuscripts that fit the search criteria, and then, a descriptive review was performed.
RESULTS: Our literature search identified 2,229 abstracts that met the initial search criteria, and then, it was narrowed to
431 abstracts using filters for “clinical trial” and a “ten year” time window. After review of the abstracts, six manuscripts
were selected for data extraction and subsequent review.
CONCLUSION: When compared to sunitinib, four IO combinations improved overall survival as first-line treatment, and
five improved progression free survival for patients with mRCC. These IO combination therapies have unique characteristics,
so clinicians should take into account patient and cancer factors to individualize treatment recommendations.
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INTRODUCTION

First-line treatment of metastatic clear cell renal
cell carcinoma (mRCC) has drastically changed over
the past two decades, yet the conceptual framework
behind novel therapeutics has remained remarkably
consistent, with a focus on targeting angiogene-
sis and modulating the tumor microenvironment.
From the 1990s until 2005, treatment of mRCC
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was limited to non-specific immune modulators,
interferon-alpha (IFN-�) and high-dose interleukin
2 (HD IL-2), that produced meaningful responses
in a minority of patients and had severe toxi-
cities [1, 2]. During the “cytokine era”, Motzer
and colleagues identified five clinical factors, low
Karnofsky performance status (KPS), elevated lac-
tate dehydrogenase (LDH), anemia, hypercalcemia,
and absence of prior nephrectomy, associated with
shorter survival in patients with mRCC, termed the
Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center (MSKCC)
risk score [3]. From 2005 until 2012, three thera-
pies targeting angiogenesis: sunitinib, pazopanib, and
bevacizumab, and one inhibitor of mammalian target
of rapamycin (mTOR), temsirolimus, were added as
first-line therapies for mRCC [4–9]. Most patients
during this era were treated initially with a small
molecule tyrosine kinase inhibitor (TKI), such as
sunitinib or pazopanib, to avoid the side effects with
the bevacizumab plus IFN-�. During this era of tar-
geted therapies, Heng and colleagues developed a
new prognostic model for patients with mRCC, the
International mRCC Database Consortium (IMDC)
risk score, which modified the MSKCC risk score by
removing elevated LDH and adding thrombocytosis
and neutrophilia [10, 11]. In 2018, we entered the
era of first-line immuno-oncology (IO) combination
therapies for patients with mRCC, and the MSKCC
and/or IMDC risk scores now play a greater role in
optimizing treatment selection and sequencing for
individual patients.

For patients with mRCC, IO combinations curr-
ently refer to any regimen that contains a programmed
cell death protein 1 (PD-1), programmed cell
death-ligand 1 (PD-L1), or cytotoxic T-lymphocyte-
associated protein 4 (CTLA-4) checkpoint inhibitor.
CTLA-4 is an inhibitory checkpoint expressed by
T cells, and when activated, CTLA-4 out competes
CD28, the second signal required for T cell acti-
vation [12]. Ipilimumab is an inhibitor of CTLA-4
that prolongs the antitumor response by T cells
[13]. PD-1 is another inhibitory checkpoint expressed
on T cells that diminishes T-cell activation, when
engaged by PD-L1 or PD-L2, by inhibiting IL-
2 production and T-cell proliferation [14]. When
the interaction between PD-1 and PD-L1/PD-L2
is inhibited by drugs such as nivolumab, pem-
brolizumab, or avelumab, the exhausted phenotype
of CD8 T cells may be reverted and anti-tumor
responses may occur [15]. After the initial suc-
cess of nivolumab in mRCC, investigators sought
to identify therapies that can augment IO agents

by reverting the immunosuppressive tumor microen-
vironment [16]. Angiogenesis-targeted therapies,
particularly multi-target tyrosine kinase inhibitors
(TKIs), are speculated to favorably modify the
tumor microenvironment by increasing immune cell
infiltration, inhibiting pro-inflammatory cytokines,
myeloid-derived suppressor cells, and favorably
shifting the phenotype of macrophages [17]. Thus,
combinations of IO agents and angiogenesis-targeted
therapies were evaluated in multiple phase III clinical
trials.

Herein, we perform a systematic review to identify
phase III clinical trials of first-line IO combinations
for patients with mRCC and describe the key charac-
teristics and findings from each trial identified. Then,
we provide a case-based discussion to highlight how
patient characteristics help individualize selection of
a first-line IO combination for patients with mRCC.

METHODS

Search strategy and eligibility criteria

We performed a systematic review of the PubMed
database on April 29, 2021, following the Preferred
Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-
analyses (PRISMA) guidelines [18]. The search
terms used were the following: (renal cell carcinoma
OR renal cell cancer OR kidney carcinoma OR kid-
ney cancer) AND (metastatic OR advanced) AND
(randomized). Studies were included if they eval-
uated first-line treatment with an IO combination
verse sunitinib in a phase III randomized clinical
trial for patients with mRCC. IO combinations were
defined as any therapeutic combination that included
a PD-1/PD-L1, such as nivolumab, pembrolizumab,
atezolizumab, or avelumab, or CTLA-4 checkpoint
inhibitor, such as ipilimumab. We excluded observa-
tional studies, reviews, editorials, case reports, and
articles not published in the English language. If
multiple publications existed for a clinical trial, we
used the most recent publication that included the
outcomes of interest.

Outcome measures

Efficacy measures of interest were progression-
free survival (PFS), overall survival (OS), and
objective response rate (ORR). Efficacy measures
were reported for the intention-to-treat (ITT) popula-
tion, irrespective of the primary endpoint population.
Toxicity measures of interest were ≥ grade 3
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Table 1
Design and characteristics of identified studies

CM 214 KN-426 IM151 JAVELIN CM 9ER CLEAR
Renal 101

Therapies Nivo/ Sun Pembro/ Sun Atezo/ Sun Avelu- Sun Nivo/ Sun Len/ Len/ Sun
ipi axi bev mab/axi cabo pembro Eve

n = 550 n = 546 n = 432 n = 429 n = 454 n = 461 n = 442 n = 444 n = 323 n = 328 n = 355 n = 357 n = 357

1◦ endpoint OS, PFS Int./ OS, PFS ITT PFS PD-L1 OS, PFS PFS ITT PFS ITT
Poor (+), OS ITT PD-L1 (+)

Median follow-up (m) 55 30.6 16 19.3 18.1 26.6

Risk groups
Fav. 23% 23% 32% 31% 20% 20% 21% 22% 23% 22% 27% 28% 27%
Int. 61% 61% 55% 57% 69% 69% 61% 62% 58% 57% 64% 64% 64%
Poor 17% 16% 13% 12% 12% 12% 16% 16% 19% 21% 9% 9% 9%

Geography
US 28% 28% 24.1% 24.0% 21% 18% 29.0% 29.3% 48.9% 49.1% 55.8% 56.0% 55.7%
Canada/Europe∗ 37% 36% 24.5% 24.2% 43% 48% 29.0% 28.8% N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Rest world 35% 36% 51.4% 51.7% 26% 34% 42.1% 41.9% 51.1% 50.9% 44.3% 44.0% 44.3%

Metastatic sites
Lung 69% 68% 72.2% 72.0% 75% 71% N/A N/A 73.7% 75.9% 70.1% 68.6% 66.9%
Lymph nodes 45% 49% 46.1% 45.9% 47% 47% 40.2% 39.9% 47.9% 45.7% 44.5%
Bones 20% 22% 23.8% 24.0% 20% 20% 24.1% 22.0% 23.9% 24.1% 27.2%
Liver 18% 20% 15.3% 16.6% 17% 18% 22.6% 16.2% 16.9% 17.4% 17.1%

Subsequent tx
Yes 53.5% 66.5% 54% 69% 43% 52% 31.2% 51.% 25.4% 39.9% 54.9% 68.2% 71.0%

CM = CheckMate, KN = KEYNOTE, IM151 = IMmotion151, nivo = nivolumab, ipi = ipilimumab, sun = sunitinib, pembro = pembrolizumab,
axi = axitinib, atezo = atezolizumab, bev = bevacizumab, cabo = cabozantinib, len = lenvatinib, eve = everolimus, n = total number of patients,
m = months, fav.=favorable, int.=intermediate, tx = treatment, OS = overall survival, PFS = progression-free survival, ITT = intention to treat,
PD-L1 = programmed death-ligand 1. ∗: CM 214 was Canada/Europe; KN-426 was North America, Western Europe, Rest; IM151 was
North America, Western Europe and Australia, rest; JAVELIN Renal 101 was US, Canada + Western Europe, and Rest; CM 9ER defines as
US/Europe vs Rest; CLEAR defines as US/Western Europe vs Rest.

treatment-related adverse events, treatment discon-
tinuation rate, dose reduction rate, and the use of
high-dose corticosteroids. OS and PFS were reported
as hazard ratios (HR) with 95% confidence intervals
(95% CI) for more objective comparisons.

Data collection

Initially, AWH screened the title and abstract of
identified works for eligibility, and eligible articles
were reviewed in detail to confirm they fit the eligi-
bility criteria. For each clinical trial identified, we
extracted design, patient characteristics, OS, PFS,
ORR, toxicity data described above, and information
on subsequent lines of therapy.

Data synthesis

Collected data are summarized in the results sec-
tion.

RESULTS

The initial search criteria identified 2,229 records
in the PubMed database (Fig. 1). After applying filters

Fig. 1. Preferred reporting items for systematic reviews and meta-
analysis (PRISMA) flow diagram.

for clinical trials and publication within the past 10
years, 431 records were identified. The titles and
abstracts of these 431 records were reviewed, and
426 records were excluded because they did not fit
the exclusion criteria. Six studies were included in
the systematic review, and the design and charac-
teristics of these studies are described in Table 1.
[19–24].
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Table 2
Summary of efficacy outcomes for first-line immuno-oncology combinations

CM 21419 KN-42620 IM15121 JAVELIN CM 9ER23 CLEAR24

Renal 10122

Therapies Nivo/ Sun Pembro/ Sun Atezo/ Sun Avelu- Sun Nivo/ Sun Len/ Len/ Sun
ipi axi bev mab/axi cabo pembro Eve

Median OS (m) NR 38.4 NR 35.7 33.6 34.9 NR NR NR NR NR NR NR
OS HR 0.69 0.68 0.93 0.80 0.60 0.66 1.15
(95% CI) 0.59–0.81 0.55–0.85 0.76–1.14 0.62–1.03 0.40–0.89 0.49–0.88 0.88–1.50
Median PFS (m) 12.2 12.3 15.4 11.1 11.2 8.4 13.3 8.0 16.6 8.3 23.9 14.7 9.2
PFS HR 0.89 0.71 0.83 0.69 0.51 0.39 0.65
(95% CI) 0.76–1.05 0.60–0.84 0.70–0.97 0.58–0.83 0.41–0.64 0.32–0.49 0.53–0.80
ORR 39.1% 32.4% 60% 40% 37% 33% 52.5% 27.3% 55.7% 27.1% 71.0% 53.5% 36.1%

CR 10.7% 2.6% 9% 3% 5% 2% 3.8% 2.0% 8.0% 4.6% 16.1% 9.8% 4.2%
PR 28.4% 29.9% 51% 37% 31% 31% 48.6% 25.2% 47.7% 22.6% 54.9% 43.7% 31.9%
PD 17.6% 14.1% 11% 17% 18% 19% 12.4% 19.4% 5.6% 13.7% 5.4% 7.3% 14.0%

DOR (m) NR 23.7 23.5 15.9 16.6 14.2 18.5 NR 20.2 11.5 25.8 16.6 14.6

CM = CheckMate, KN = KEYNOTE, IM151 = IMmotion151, nivo = nivolumab, ipi = ipilimumab, sun = sunitinib, pembro = pembrolizumab,
axi = axitinib, atezo = atezolizumab, bev = bevacizumab, cabo = cabozantinib, len = lenvatinib, eve = everolimus, OS = overall survival,
PFS = progression-free survival, m = months, NR = not reached, HR = hazard ratio, CI = confidence interval, ORR = objective response rate,
CR = complete response, PR = partial response, PD = progressive disease, DOR = duration of response.

Table 3
Summary of adverse events for first-line immuno-oncology combinations

CM 214 KN-426 IM151 JAVELIN CM 9ER CLEAR
Renal 101

Therapies Nivo/ Sun Pembro/ Sun Atezo/ Sun Avelu- Sun Nivo/ Sun Len/ Len/ Sun
ipi axi bev mab/axi cabo pembro Eve

≥ G3 TRAE (%) 48% 64% 67% 62% 40% 54% 57% 56% 61% 51% 72% 73% 59%
% discontinue tx,

1st/2nd drug/both
22.7% 13.1% 21/20/7% 12% 2/5/5% 8% NA/NA/8% 13% 6.6/7.5/5.6% 16.9% 22/25/19% 22/25/19% 14%

% dose reduction N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 42.2% 42.6% 56.3% 51.6% 69% 73% 50%
% high-dose CS 29.1% N/A N/A N/A 16% N/A 11.1% N/A 19.1% N/A N/A N/A N/A

CM = CheckMate, KN = KEYNOTE, IM151 = IMmotion151, nivo = nivolumab, ipi = ipilimumab, sun = sunitinib, pembro = pembrolizumab,
axi = axitinib, atezo = atezolizumab, bev = bevacizumab, cabo = cabozantinib, len = lenvatinib, eve = everolimus, G3 = grade 3, TRAE =
treatment-related adverse events, % = percent, tx = treatment, CS = corticosteroids, N/A = not available.

CheckMate 214

CheckMate 214 was the first phase III clinical
trial of an IO combination reported and demon-
strated the promise of IO combinations for patients
with treatment-naı̈ve mRCC. CheckMate 214 was
an international, open-label, phase III clinical trial
that randomized 1096 patients to nivolumab 3 mil-
ligrams/kilogram (mg/kg) plus ipilimumab 1 mg/kg
every 3 weeks for 4 cycles followed by maintenance
nivolumab at 480 mg every 4 weeks or sunitinib
50 mg daily for 4 weeks of a 6 week cycle [25].
The co-primary endpoints were OS, PFS, and ORR
in patients with IMDC intermediate or poor-risk dis-
ease, yet all IMDC risk groups were eligible. This
primary population is unique from the other first-
line IO combination trials reported in this systematic
review, so we will focus on the ITT population to
facilitate discussion. Detailed information regarding

IMDC risk group, geographic regions, sites of metas-
tases, and subsequent therapies are provided in
Table 1.

At a median follow-up of 55 months, nivolumab
plus ipilimumab significantly improved median OS
compared to sunitinib in the ITT population [not
reached (NR) vs. 38.4 months (m), HR 0.69, 95%
CI 0.59–0.81, Table 2] [19]. Median PFS was simi-
lar between nivolumab plus ipilimumab and sunitinib
(12.2 vs. 12.3 m, HR 0.89, 95% CI 0.76–1.05).
By independent radiology review, ORR numeri-
cally favored nivolumab plus ipilimumab (39.1% vs.
32.4%), and 10.7% of patients achieved a complete
response (CR) with nivolumab plus ipilimumab. In
regards to safety and tolerability, nivolumab plus
ipilimumab produced grade 3 or higher treatment-
related adverse events (TRAE) in 48% of patients,
while sunitinib produced grade 3 or higher TRAE in
64% (Table 3). However, dual checkpoint inhibition
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produced unique immune-mediated adverse events,
and 29.1% of patients required high-dose corticos-
teroids to manage these adverse events. According
to patient-reported outcomes (PRO), nivolumab plus
ipilimumab improved health-related quality of life
(HRQOL) compared to sunitinib across multiple PRO
questionnaires [26].

KEYNOTE-426

Pembrolizumab plus axitinib was the first com-
bination of a PD-1 checkpoint inhibitor and
an angiogenesis-targeted therapy approved by the
United States (US) Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) as first-line treatment of mRCC. KEYNOTE-
426 was an international, open-label, phase III
clinical trial that randomized 861 patients to pem-
brolizumab 200 mg every 3 weeks plus axitinib
5 mg twice daily or sunitinib 50 mg daily for the
first 4 weeks of each 6-week cycle [27]. The co-
primary endpoints were OS and PFS in the ITT
population. In the pembrolizumab plus axitinib arm,
32% of patients had IMDC favorable-risk, 55% had
intermediate-risk, and 13% had poor-risk disease at
trial enrollment. Table 1 provides more detailed infor-
mation regarding sites of metastases, the geographic
region patients were enrolled from, and subsequent
lines of therapy.

At a median follow-up of 30.6 months, pem-
brolizumab plus axitinib met its primary endpoints by
significantly improving OS (NR vs. 35.7 m, HR 0.68,
95% CI 0.55–0.85) and PFS (15.4 vs. 11.1 m, HR
0.71, 95% CI 0.60–0.84, Table 2) compared to suni-
tinib [20]. By independent radiology review, pem-
brolizumab plus axitinib produced an ORR of 60%
with 9% of patients achieving a CR and 11% experi-
encing progressive disease (PD) as their best response
to treatment. Pembrolizumab plus axitinib produced
more grade 3 or higher TRAE than nivolumab plus
ipilimumab (67% vs. 48%, Table 3), yet the fre-
quency was similar to the sunitinib arm (62%). The
investigators did not report the frequency of high-
dose corticosteroid use to manage immune-mediated
adverse events. Twenty percent of patients discontin-
ued either pembrolizumab or axitinib due to adverse
events, and 7% discontinued the combination due to
adverse events. The influence of pembrolizumab plus
axitinib on HRQOL has not been published.

IMmotion151

The combination of atezolizumab, a PD-L1 check-
point inhibitor, and bevacizumab, a monoclonal

antibody against VEGF, was studied in the IMmo-
tion151 trial [21]. This trial was an international,
open-label, phase III clinical trial that random-
ized 915 treatment-naı̈ve patients to atezolizumab
1200 mg plus bevacizumab 15 mg/kg every 3 weeks
or sunitinib 50 mg daily for the first 4 weeks of a
6-week cycle. The co-primary endpoints were PFS
in the PD-L1 positive population, defined as ≥ 1%
on tumor-infiltrating immune cells, and OS in the
ITT population. For consistency, the outcomes we
report from this trial will all focus on the ITT
population, and detailed information on the PD-L1
positive population are in the original manuscript.
In the atezolizumab plus bevacizumab arm, 20%
of patients had MSKCC favorable-risk, 69% had
intermediate-risk, and 12% had poor-risk disease at
trial enrollment. Table 1 provides more detailed infor-
mation regarding sites of metastases, the geographic
region patients were enrolled from, and subsequent
lines of therapy.

At a median follow-up of 16 months, atezolizumab
plus bevacizumab significantly improved PFS in the
ITT population (11.2 vs. 8.4 m, HR 0.83, 95% CI
0.70–0.97), but OS was similar between the com-
bination and sunitinib (33.6 vs. 34.9 m, HR 0.93,
95% CI 0.76–1.14, Table 2). Additionally, the ORR
was similar between atezolizumab plus bevacizumab
and sunitinib (37% vs. 33%), and the combina-
tion produced a CR in 5% of patients and PD as
best response in 18% of patients. Based on these
findings, Roche did not seek US FDA approval
for atezolizumab plus bevacizumab in patients with
treatment-naı̈ve mRCC. Atezolizumab plus beva-
cizumab was well tolerated with less grade 3 TRAE
than sunitinib (40% vs. 54%, Table 3), a low treat-
ment discontinuation rate, and low corticosteroid use
for immune-mediated adverse events (16%). Ate-
zolizumab plus bevacizumab improved many PRO
compared to sunitinib, and time to deterioration for
symptoms related to RCC was significantly pro-
longed (HR 0.45, 95% CI 0.37–0.55) [28].

JAVELIN renal 101

The FDA approved avelumab, a PD-L1 checkpoint
inhibitor, plus axitinib for treatment-naı̈ve mRCC
based on the JAVELIN Renal 101 trial. This trial was
an international, open-label, phase III clinical trial
that randomized 886 patients with treatment-naı̈ve
mRCC to avelumab 10 mg/kg every 2 weeks plus
axitinib 5 mg twice daily or sunitinib 50 mg daily for
4 weeks of every 6-week cycle [29]. The co-primary
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endpoints were OS and PFS in the PD-L1 positive
population, defined as ≥ 1% of immune cells within
the tumor area of the specimen. For this systematic
review, we report outcomes for the ITT population. In
the avelumab plus axitinib arm, 21% of patients had
IMDC favorable-risk, 61% had IMDC intermediate-
risk, and 16% had IMDC poor-risk disease. Table 1
provides more detailed information regarding the
geographic region patients were enrolled from and
subsequent lines of therapy received.

At a median follow-up of 19.3 months, avelumab
plus axitinib significantly improved median PFS ver-
sus sunitinib in the ITT population (13.3 vs. 8.0 m,
HR 0.69, 95% 0.58–0.83, Table 2) [22]. At this time,
median OS remains immature with a trend favoring
avelumab plus axitinib, yet it is inconclusive and does
not reject the null hypothesis (NR vs. NR, HR 0.80,
95% CI 0.62–1.03). Avelumab plus axitinib produced
a higher ORR than sunitinib (52.5% vs. 27.3%), but
the CR rate was lower than other IO combination ther-
apies at 3.8%. The rate of grade 3 or higher TRAE
was similar between avelumab plus axitinib and suni-
tinib (57% vs. 56%, Table 3). Eight percent of patients
discontinued the combination of avelumab plus axi-
tinib due to adverse events, and only 11% of patients
required high-dose corticosteroids to treat immune-
mediated adverse events. Patient-reported outcomes
for JAVELIN Renal 101 are not published.

CheckMate 9ER

CheckMate 9ER ushered a new era of IO combi-
nation therapies for mRCC where multi-target TKIs
that inhibit a broader spectrum of receptor tyro-
sine kinases, such as cabozantinib, are combined
with PD-1 checkpoint inhibition. This trial was an
international, open-label, phase III clinical trial that
randomized 651 patients with treatment-naı̈ve mRCC
to nivolumab 240 mg every 2 weeks plus cabozantinib
40 mg daily or sunitinib 50 mg daily for 4 weeks
of every 6-week cycle [23]. The primary endpoint
was PFS in the ITT population. In the nivolumab
plus cabozantinib arm, 23% of patients had IMDC
favorable-risk, 58% had intermediate-risk, and 19%
had poor-risk disease at trial enrollment. In patients
who discontinued study drug, 11.1% of patients in the
nivolumab plus cabozantinib arm and 27.7% in the
sunitinib arm received a subsequent systemic therapy.
Table 1 provides more detailed information regarding
the geographic region patients were enrolled and the
sites of metastatic disease.

Nivolumab plus cabozantinib significantly
improved median OS (NR vs. NR, HR 0.60, 95%
CI 0.40–0.89) and PFS (13.3 vs. 8.0 m, HR 0.69,
95% CI 0.58–0.83, Table 2) compared to sunitinib.
Additionally, nivolumab plus cabozantinib produced
an ORR of 52.5% with 8% of patients experiencing
a CR and only 5.6% experiencing PD as their
best response to therapy. Based on these findings,
nivolumab plus cabozantinib was approved by US
FDA as first-line treatment for mRCC. Nivolumab
plus cabozantinib produced a grade 3 or higher
TRAE in 61% of patients compared to 51% in
patients who received sunitinib (Table 3). Seven
percent of patients discontinued either nivolumab
or cabozantinib due to adverse events, and 19%
of patients required high-dose corticosteroids to
manage immune-mediated adverse events. Patients
who received nivolumab plus cabozantinib had
significantly better HRQOL than patients who
received sunitinib.

CLEAR

The CLEAR trial evaluated the combination of
lenvatinib, a multitarget TKI, plus pembrolizumab in
patients with treatment-naı̈ve mRCC. This trial was
an international, open-label, phase III clinical trial
that randomized 1069 patients to lenvatinib 20 mg
daily plus pembrolizumab 200 mg every 3 weeks,
lenvatinib 18 mg plus everolimus 5 mg daily, or suni-
tinib daily for 4 weeks of every 6-week cycle [24].
The primary endpoint was PFS in the ITT popu-
lation. In the lenvatinib plus pembrolizumab arm,
27% of patients had IMDC favorable-risk, 64% had
intermediate-risk, and only 9% had poor-risk disease.
Table 1 provides more detailed information regard-
ing sites of metastases, the geographic region patients
were enrolled from, and subsequent lines of therapy.

Compared to sunitinib, lenvatinib plus pem-
brolizumab convincingly improved OS (NR vs. NR,
HR 0.66, 95% CI 0.49–0.88) and PFS (23.9 vs. 9.2
m, HR 0.39, 95% CI 0.32–0.49, Table 2). Lenvatinib
plus pembrolizumab also produced a remarkably high
ORR at 71% with 16% of patients achieving a CR and
only 5.6% of patients having PD as their best response
to treatment, overall survival remains immature at
this time. Similarly, the combination of lenvatinib
plus everolimus significantly improved PFS com-
pared to sunitinib (14.7 vs. 9.2, HR 0.65, 95% CI
0.53–0.80), but OS was immature at this analysis
(NR vs. NR, HR 1.15, 95% CI 0.88–1.50, Table 2).
Among IO combination therapies in this systematic
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review, lenvatinib plus pembrolizumab produced the
highest incidence of grade 3 or higher TRAE at 69%
(Table 3). A meaningful fraction of patients had to
discontinue either lenvatinib (22%), pembrolizumab
(25%), or both (19%) due to adverse events. The fre-
quency of high-dose corticosteroids utilization was
not reported, nor were patient-reported outcomes.
The United States FDA has not approved lenvatinib
plus pembrolizumab for patients with treatment-
naı̈ve mRCC, but it is anticipated to receive approval
in the near future.

DISCUSSION

First-line IO combination therapies consistently
improve overall survival by a relative risk reduction of
30–40% for patients with mRCC, and now, we have a
relative abundance of combination therapies to select
for patients in our clinics. The clinical trials evaluat-
ing first-line IO combination therapies were reported
across a relatively short period, so direct head-to-head
comparisons are not available to create a “one-
size-fits-all” recommendation for first-line treatment
of mRCC. Significant differences between studies
emerge when considering the proportion of patients
enrolled in various geographic regions, proportions
of patients with IMDC favorable, intermediate, and
poor risk prognostic groupings, and the percentage of
patients with unfavorable sites of metastasis includ-
ing bone and liver. Fortunately, the comparator arm,
sunitinib, was constant across the phase III trials
discussed, and the patient populations were broadly
similar across studies (Table 1) with consistent treat-
ment effects observed across most patient subgroups.
Despite the serious caveats of cross-trial compar-
isons, these facts make it inevitable that clinicians
will compare findings across trials in order to opti-
mize treatment selection for individual patients. In
this discussion, we will utilize clinical scenarios to
highlight decision points that we believe are impor-
tant in selecting a first-line treatment for patients with
mRCC. Included are consideration of insurance sta-
tus in the United States as this remains a crucial factor
in therapy selection.

The favorable risk conundrum

Scenario 1: 48-year-old male with no co-mor-
bidities was diagnosed with pT3aN0 clear cell RCC
at the age of 46 and underwent radical nephrec-
tomy. Two years later, he has developed a contralat-
eral adrenal metastasis and 2 pulmonary metastases,

which are biopsy proven. He is married with three
children, has commercial insurance through his
employer, and wishes to be as aggressive as possible
in treating his cancer.

Scenario 2: A 72-year-old male with morbid obe-
sity, metabolic syndrome, and history of coronary
artery disease with coronary stents was diagnosed
with a pT2NX clear cell renal cell carcinoma at the
age of 66. At this time, he has a 1.5 centimeter (cm)
recurrence in the head of his pancreas, biopsy proven
to be RCC with no other sites of disease. The patient
is a widow and lives alone in a small rural town three
hours away from a city with a tertiary care hospi-
tal. He has one son who lives across the country. He
has traditional Medicare A/B with no supplementary
insurance.

Scenario 3: A 78-year-old female with no medi-
cal co-morbidities was diagnosed with pT3aNX clear
cell renal cell carcinoma 14 months ago and has been
found now to have three pulmonary metastasis and
a liver metastasis, biopsy proven. She is married,
has four children, 10 grandchildren, and is a retired
teacher. She has traditional Medicare A/B with a sup-
plementary drug coverage plan. She is interested in
pursuing therapy, but wishes to maximize quality over
quantity of life after caring for her father during his
battle with leukemia.

Patients with favorable risk disease have incredible
heterogeneity in both presentation and therapeu-
tic approaches. From the MSKCC to the IMDC
eras, the median survival of patients with favor-
able risk extended from 33 to 44 months. From
the subgroups of patients with favorable risk on
the combination studies, it is clear that median OS
is continuing to increase for this patient popula-
tion. Active surveillance, local therapies including
metastasectomy, stereotactic radiosurgery or ablative
techniques, single agent treatment with sunitinib or
pazopanib, and combination strategies must be mea-
sured in terms of risk and benefit with the patient
and caregivers. In scenario 1, the patient is young, fit,
and wishes to be aggressive. His commercial insur-
ance allows for any approach with less concern for
financial toxicity related to substantial co-payments
for oral targeted therapy that remain problematic for
the Medicare population. In this setting, we favor
nivolumab plus ipilimumab. Our rationale includes
the small, but real potential that the patient may be
able to achieve a deep remission and not require addi-
tional therapies. Classically, these patients were ideal
candidates for HD IL-2. In scenario 2, the patient’s
co-morbidities give pause for an aggressive surgical
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approach for his oligometastatic recurrence given the
substantial morbidity and mortality risk associated
with a Whipple operation. His Medicare A/B only
status, limited support network, and distance from
tertiary care centers must be considered. In this sce-
nario, we would elect active surveillance to monitor
the pace of his cancer. Given his co-morbidities,
TKI therapy has the potential for major harm, and
severe immunotherapy toxicity could be devastating.
In scenario 3, we highlight a patient with favorable
risk disease, but with a more aggressive presenta-
tion given the liver metastasis, and would favor a
systemic treatment approach. Given her desire to pri-
oritize quality of life, we would discuss the following
options: TKI therapy with dose titration to maxi-
mize HRQOL, nivolumab plus cabozantinib given the
observed HRQOL and safety profile in CheckMate
9-ER, and nivolumab plus ipilimumab with discus-
sion about risk for serious immune-mediated adverse
events. After the discussion, her preference would
guide treatment selection.

Intermediate risk disease

Scenario 1: A 72 year-old male with a history of
ulcerative colitis (UC) on long-standing mesalamine,
without recent flares, is diagnosed with a large left
renal primary tumor and multiple lung metastasis,
biopsy proven to be clear cell RCC. He is otherwise
healthy, retired, married, and has no children. He has
Medicare A/B with supplementary insurance. He is
interested in being aggressive with treatment and is
willing to consider surgical options. His gastroen-
terologist is a UC expert and willing to help manage
any flares of UC.

Scenario 2: A 62 year-old female with no co-
morbidities was diagnosed with clear cell RCC
four years ago and has been diagnosed with an
oligometastatic recurrence in her left lung, biopsy
proven. She has mild anemia. She is a physician, mar-
ried, is commercially insured, and hopes to continue
her medical practice for as long as possible.

Scenario 3: A 68 year-old male who has poorly
controlled hypertension on three anti-hypertensives
and atrial fibrillation with a history of stroke is diag-
nosed with a left-sided renal tumor with lung and
mediastinal lymph node metastases. He is married,
lives in a major city, and has four children that are
heavily involved in his care. He wishes to start ther-
apy for his mRCC. He has Medicare A/B with a
supplement.

In scenario 1, the patient would have been excluded
from the clinical trials discussed in this review.
However, data has emerged that immune checkpoint
inhibitors can be provided to patients with well con-
trolled autoimmune conditions without substantially
increasing the risk of autoimmune events, as com-
pared to the general population [30, 31]. However,
we would be hesitant recommending nivolumab plus
ipilimumab given the relatively high rates of immune
mediated diarrhea and colitis associated with this reg-
imen. This scenario favors consideration of avelumab
plus axitinib given its low rate of serious adverse
events requiring high-dose corticosteroids (Table 3).
If the patient tolerated therapy and had evidence of
disease response or stability, we would consider a
delayed cytoreductive nephrectomy for this patient.
In scenario 2, the patient qualifies as intermediate
risk based on her mild anemia, but her disease char-
acteristics are more consistent with the favorable
risk population. We would consider metastasectomy
because it provides a small chance of cure (10–15%)
and could delay the need to begin systemic treatment
[32]. In scenario 3, this patient has co-morbidities
that directly compete with RCC in terms of mortal-
ity risk. If possible, we favor avoiding TKI therapy
and considering nivolumab plus ipilimumab or sin-
gle agent immunotherapy, with either nivolumab or
pembrolizumab, in an off-label approach.

Poor risk disease

Scenario 1: A 52 year-old male is admitted to the
hospital with spinal cord compression, extensive liver
metastasis, and a large right-sided primary tumor. He
undergoes a decompressive spinal surgery and has
clear cell RCC. He is employed and is insured through
his company. He has limited co-morbidities, is mar-
ried with children, and wishes to be aggressive with
treatment.

Scenario 2: A 72 year-old female is diagnosed with
a large right-sided renal primary tumor with adrenal
and retroperitoneal lymphadenopathy. She undergoes
initial nephrectomy, which finds evidence of clear cell
RCC with sarcomatoid de-differentiation. On restag-
ing two months after surgery, she has liver and lung
metastases with anemia and neutrophilia. She is mar-
ried, lives in a large urban environment, and has
traditional Medicare A/B with an excellent supple-
ment program.

In scenario 1, we favor starting nivolumab plus
cabozantinib or pembrolizumab plus lenvatinib as
soon as possible. Cabozantinib has demonstrated
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substantial activity as a single agent in the front
line and second line setting [33, 34]. To date, it
remains the only single-agent TKI that has shown
an improvement in OS in the second-line setting.
We favor aggressive first-line IO combination ther-
apy for this patient due to the acuity of presentation
and concern that the patient will not be fit enough
to receive second-line treatment at the time of dis-
ease progression. In scenario 2, we favor nivolumab
plus ipilimumab given the high potential for durable
complete response in patients with sarcomatoid de-
differentiation [35].

Impact on first line treatment decision on
subsequent therapy

During the targeted therapy era, the median num-
ber of treatment lines for patients with mRCC was
two and was consistent across the IMDC dataset and
high-volume French and American academic cen-
ters [36–38]. It is unknown whether contemporary
patients are more likely to receive additional ther-
apeutic lines given the activity of cabozantinib and
lenvatinib plus everolimus after progression on TKI
[34, 39]. Lenvatinib plus everolimus is active as an
earlier line of treatment; however, lenvatinib plus
everolimus appears to have less activity after pro-
gression on cabozantinib [40]. The mechanisms of
resistance after progression on cabozantinib or lenva-
tinib are unknown at this time, and it is unlikely
that earlier generations of TKI therapy (pazopanib,
sunitinib, axitinib, etc.) for mRCC will produce
meaningful clinical benefit in this setting.

Initial treatment with IO agents does not diminish
TKI activity. In a pooled analysis of patients treated
with front line IO at MDACC and MSKCC, single-
agent TKI therapy retained activity with a median
PFS of over 11 months [41]. In contrast, ipilimumab
has limited activity as later-line therapy with multiple
studies showing an objective response rate less than
15% with no complete responses [42, 43]. In theory,
patients who receive initial treatment with nivolumab
plus ipilimumab have up to four potential active,
sequential lines of therapy: nivolumab plus ipili-
mumab, axitinib, cabozantinib, and lenvatinib plus
everolimus. Patients who receive pembrolizumab
plus axitinib have three potential active lines of treat-
ment: pembrolizumab plus axitinib, cabozantinib,
lenvatinib plus everolimus. Furthermore, patients
who receive first-line lenvatinib plus pembrolizumab
likely only have subsequent cabozantinib, and those
who receive nivolumab plus cabozantinib likely only

have subsequent lenvatinib plus everolimus. Clearly,
therapy is undergoing an impressive evolution and
the high rates of disease control and the long pro-
gression free survivals witnessed with nivolumab plus
cabozantinib and lenvatinib plus pembrolizumab, as
compared to sunitinib, still make these appealing
choices for initial treatment of mRCC.

Emerging data from prospective studies and real
world data have begun to explore the role of IO com-
bination therapy in the subsequent treatment setting.
In a phase II clinical trial, lenvatinib plus pem-
brolizumab produced a median PFS of 11.7 months
as second- or third-line treatment after progression
on a PD-1 or PD-L1 agent [44]. Our group has also
found that sitravatinib plus nivolumab has significant
activity after progression on TKI, and the combina-
tion is now being studied after progression on PD-1
or PD-L1 therapies [45]. In our real world experi-
ence, we found that patients treated with off-label
TKI + IO resulted in high rates of disease control
and a PFS of 11.5 months [46]. With these find-
ings, crucial ongoing studies, such as CONTACT-03
(NCT04338269), a randomized study of cabozantinib
versus cabozantinib plus atezolizumab in patients
who have previously received PD-1 or PDL-1 treat-
ment, are needed to establish the role of continued
immunotherapy after initial immunotherapy failure.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, five IO combinations have received
United States Food and Drug Administration
approval for the front-line treatment of mRCC. Each
of these IO combination therapies have unique ther-
apeutic profiles and contain both inherent risks and
benefits that can be used to differentiate between reg-
imens. It remains paramount that clinicians should
consider the patient holistically in his or her office
and individualize first-line treatment recommenda-
tions for patients with mRCC, as no one-size-fits-all
approach exists.
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